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Administrative Law Judge Child 

STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

On Febroary 9, 1993, the Sunum~Gerlac;h Resource Arca of the U.S. Bureau of Land 
Management (BLM) issued a full force and effect multiple use decision (the "decision~) for the Buffalo 
Hills allotment. (Ex. A-7) 
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Appellants have appealed the decision. The consolidated cases came on regularly for hearing 
at Reno, Nevada comrnencmg January lU, J~95. Following the-hearing the pul'lic::s ~~ iilluwcu ti.rue 
to file proposed findings of fact and proposed conclusions of law and briefs in support of their 
respective positions, and time to file response to their opponents briet Appellants, Nevada Division 
of\Vtldlifc and Commission For The Preaervation of Wild Horses h="vt'! none i;o ao; has the respondent. 
Bureau of Land Management. Appellants Sierra Club, National Resources Defense Council and Wild 
Horse Organized Assistance have filed nothing, post~hearinij t:x.wc:pl Lu join in the po:st-hearing brief 
filed by the State of Nevada. The consolidated cases are now ripe for decision. 

THE ISSUES: 

The issues here to be determined are: 

1 .• : ·" 'hat is the scope of review? 

2. Did the Area Manager act arbitrarily or capriciously, or otherwise abu11c hi~ 
discretion. in setting the carryin~ capacity for the Buffalo Rills Allotment? 

3. Did the Arca Manager !let arbitrarily or capriciously, or otherwise 11b11s~ hi~ 
discretion, in allotating the Animal Unit Months (AUMs) between livestock and horses on the 
Buffalo Hills Allotment? 

4. Did the Area Manager act arbitrarily or capriciously, or otherwise abuse his 
discretion, in issuing any part of livestock or wild horse portions of the Decision? 

STATEMENT OF FACTS . 
'. -~· " ~ " -- . --· 

The Buffalo Hills allctment is located near Gerlach, Nevada. (Ex. A-6 p. 1) It comprises a 
total of 461,739 acres. of which 431,006 acres are public land and 30,733 acres are privat~ hunl. The 
::illntment has approximately 2.943 acres of wetland riparian habitat, or less than 1% of the total 
acreage for the allotment. (Ex. A-6 p. 56; Tr. 27) The allotment also contains streambank riparian 
h11biui.L. (Ex. A-G p. 56) 

The Buffiuo l£11s allotment has more AUMs allocated to wild horses than it does lQ livc:>Luck. 
(Ex. A~ 7 p. 1) Ar.r.orcHng tn the 1992 Re-Evaluation of the Allotment, in 1991 actual use for livestock 
on the allotment was 4,159 AUMs, while for wild horses it was 21.996 AUMs. (Ex. A-6 p. 12) Prior 
to the issuance uf Lhe Land u~c Plan in 1 !)82 (the LUP), the Buffalo Hills allotm.ent1 h,irl 

1 At that time, the Buffalo Hills allotment wii::i divided into two separate o.llotments, :md 
the 14,000 AUMs were divided between those allotments. Because the land area is exactly the 
same, for convenience the two allotments will be referred to as "the allotment." (Tr. 198-1 Y~) 
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approximately 14,000 AUMs allocated to livestock. (Tr. 198) However, on November 15, 1982, 
after the LU.P was issued in July, 1992, the largest permittee on the alluLmcmL had hi~ !JcrntiL:s 
cancelled. These permits added up to about 11,112 AUMs, and because of the high resource and 
wildlife values o:i the allotment they were not reallocated. (Ex. -~-2 p. 2~ Tr. t 99) The Ll}P also set 
the initi3l stockins r:ite for wild horses at 597 or 7,164 AL1Ms. (F.x A-2 p. 5) • 

. The Decision under appeal was a step in the continued i.mplt:mt:uLation of the LUP. (Tr. 194) 
The LUP established general goals and guidelines for resource management on the allotment. (Tr. 
194; Ex. R-20) The objectives in the Decision conformed to the general objectives in the LUP. (Tr. 
229) 

The BLM then developed specific activity plans to address specific r~suuu,;ic: i~1>ues as directed 
by the L1JP. (Tr. 194) In 1987 the BLM implemented an Allotment Management Plan (AMP) which 
set out an intensive grazing management system for the allotment. (Tr. t 95; Ex. A-2) The system 
wu designed to keep livestock grazing &om having a negative impact on wildlife vah1P.~, anrl to 
improve the overall condition of the vegetative resources on the allotment. (Tr. 196) 

In 1986, the BLM Washington Office issued Instruction Memorandum 86-706, which required 
Arca Marulgcr3 to enter into 3.greements or i6sue decisions within five yeus after the public.atio1, c,f 
the Rangeland Program Summary. (Tr. 196; Ex. R-15) In order to comply with the Instruction 
Memorandum. in 1988 the HLJ.\1. entered into a livestock agreement with the permittee. (Tr. 198; Ex. 
A-3) This aareement essentially reiterated the AMP, setting livestock numbers and long and short 
term objectives for vegetative resources on the allotment. (Tr. 198) 

In 1989, the BL'\i issued a Habitat Management Plan (li\fl>) which covered the allotment. 
(Tr. 200) This plan set out objectives for the management of wildlife habitat. (Tr. 201) . 

t . .. . . . .. 

The AMP, the 1988 agreement, and the HMP all required continued monitoring Cln the 
allotment. (Tr. 201) The date eollocted through monitoring was used to complete a Re-Evaluation 
for the allotment which WJlS set forth in the 1988 agreement. (Tr. 2Q2) 

The BLM maintained contact with affected interests, including all of the appellants, throughout 
the Re.Evaluation process. In January of 1991, the BLM sent out a letter which notified affected 
inLt:rests of'thc upc;oming Re-Evaluation. mid a.sked them to subrnit any data they had or to otherwise 
respond if they wished to continue to be considered an affected interest. (Tr. 202-203; Ex. R-16) The 
BLM received comments to this letter. (Tr. 203-204; bx. Rwl 7) In early 1992, the. BLM.develop~ 
a draft Re-Evalm1tion and issued that for comments. (Tr. 205; Ex:. R-18) The BLM again received 
comments to this draft. (Tr. 206; Ex. R-19) 

After taking the comments on the draft Re-Evaluation into consideration, the BLM finalized 
the Re-Evaluation on January 14, 1993. (Tr . 208; ex. A-6) As set forth in the Re-Evaluation, th~ 
data which had been c.ollP.cted since the 1988 aw-cement showed that some of the short-term 
objectives on the allotment were not being met. (Tr. 210-211; Ex. A-6 p. 26) The BLM concluded 
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there were two reasons for the failure to meet short-tenn objectives: 1) the cattle were concentrating 
in riparian areas, and 2) the wild horse numbers were exccs!lve. (Tr. 210) . 

The BL\1 came to this conclusion after calculating the carrying capacity for the allotment and 
determining lifJplUJ:'datc number, for cattle and wild horscG on the allotment. In order to calculate the 
canyi=ig capacity for the allotment. the BLM used the method described in the 1987 AMP. (Tr. 251-
252; Ex. A-2) This method provides a formula to determine the Potential Stocking Level (PSL), 
which is 1'th~ ltwel of m,e that could be achieved on a management unit, at the desired utilization 
figure, assuming utilization patterns could be completely uniform." (Ex. A-2, Monitoring Plan p. 7) 
Althouih wilh ~li~liLl)'· different wording, this fonnuln is also found in BLM's Technical Reference 
4400-7. (Ex. A-9 p. 55) \\'hat the formula essentially does is to compare the actual use in AUMs, 
and the utilization of the vegetative resource caused by that level of use, with the number of AUMs 
you would have to nSP. t.o reach the desired utilization. 

Technical Reference 4400-7 discusses the use of potential stocking level. The poteritiai 
stocking level is the level of use that could be achieved if utilization were completely uniform, and is 
useful when a;sessing the bP.m~fits nf improved distribution. .(Ex. A-9 p, 55) In this case. the 
management actions in the decision were designed to achieve more uniform utilization and protect 
riparian areas. (Tr. 148-149) Tht BL.vi did not assume perfectly uniform utilization, CLnd it did not 
stock the allotment near what it determined the potential stocking level to be. (Tr. 148, 244-248) 
Technical Reference 4400-7 does not require the BLM to use the formula tor desired stocking level, 
rather than potential stockine l~vP.I, t.o determine carrying capacity. (Tr. 2S3) The methodology the 
BLM used to determine carrying capacity confonned to the requirements of Technical Reference 
4400-7 . (Tr. 25Z-2S3) 

In order to determine the utilization caused by the actual use, the BLM used a method known 
as weighted average utilization to determine actu:iil utiti?'..11.tion for the PSL" fonnula (Tr. 25 t Ex. A-2, 
Monitoring Plan p. 7, Ex. A-9 p. 55, Ex. A-8) In order to detcmiine-weighted average utilization, the 
HLM used "use pattern mapping" to deterrnmt, Uu: w c:as of variou:s utilization classes on tho nllotment, 
i.e. r.o apparent use, slight, light, moderate, heavy, and severe. (Tr. 130-131; Ex. R-13) Once the 
BLJ\1 calculated acreages for each utilization class, it averaged the moderate and heavy classes to get 
the weighted average utilization. (Tr. 131; E,r. A-Q l"l" 51-53) BLM did not include the no apparent, 
slight, and light utilization classes in the calculations, nor did it include the severe class, because it 
d~1ded that using all of the use categories wuulu uistart the. result. (Tr. 1:32) 

Once BLM had the weighted average utilization for each pasture in the Buttilo Hills allotment, 
it then determined the actual use for each pasture. (Tr. 112: F.x. A-8) After that, BLM determined 
what its desired utilization rate would be, which was the maximum utilization BLM would allow on 
the allotment. (Tr . 230) liL.\.1 determined thJs desired ul.iliuLio11 .rate to be 60%, in accordance with 
the Nevada State Handbook on Best Management Practices. (Tr. 233-234; Ex. R-21) This number 
shows up as 0.6 in the carrying capacity calculation. (fr . 230-231; Ex. A-8) In the 1988 agreement, 
the objective had been 50% throughout the livestock use perinn (Tr. 231-232) However. because 
wild horses are on the 3llotment year-round, and because the Re•Evaluation process was considering 
wild horse use for the first time, the BLM had to cetermiuc: what the desired utilization should be 
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when the November 1 to February 28 period was included. (Tr. 231) Because November 1 to 
.February '.l8 is in the dormant season for plants , and BLM technical rl.':ferem,;c::; ctml Lhc NcvctJc1 Sl4le 
Handbook of Best Management Practices allow 60% utilization in the dormant season, BLM made 
its decision to set the desired utilization rate at 60% for the allotment. (Tr. 232) 

The 1988 agreement and the 1992 Rangeland Program Summary (RPS) both provided 
utilization objectives which consisted of 30% for streambilllk. iip'"ictu '"1d 50% for upland habitat. 
These documents also stated that the objectives could be adjusted by an "approved activity plan." (Tr. 
237•238; Ex. A-3 p. 1, Ex. A-5 p. 9) An Allotment Management Plan is an approved activity plan, 
and the Decision under appeal was the funetional equivalent of an approvP.ci ar.t.ivit.y Jllan. (Tr . 23 7) 
Therefore, BL.~ decided that the te."Tl1S of the 1988 agreement and the 1992 RPS provided a basis for 
adjusting the utilization objectives in the Decision. (Tr. 2.38-239) 

The Draft Sonoma-Gerlach Grazing Environmental Impact Statement contained a list of plant 
species and recommended utilization leveli for those species. (Ex. R-10 p. I-7) the document stated 
that the recommended use levels could be exceeded under intensive management, and the Buffalo Hills 
allotment was under intensive grazing management. (Tr. 234) 

BLM decided not ta use 30% utilization, which was the des.ired utilization in·the riparian areas, 
as the desired utilization for the whole allotment. (Tr . 239-240) The reason given wu that the 
riparian areas represent less that one percent of the allotment, and the BLM chose to limit the 
ut1hzation on those areas by requiring herding and fencing. (Tr. 27, 149; Ex. A-7 p. 10) 

Once the BLM had the actual use, weighted average utilization. and desired utilization, it put 
these numbers into the Potential Stocking Level equation to determine the carrying capacity for each 
pasture. (I'r. 133; Ex. A-8) At that point, the BLM had to determine what the proper proportion of 
horses and livestock was for each pasture, in order to determine how to allocate the AUMs for each 
pasture. (Tr. 134; Ex. A-8) The only ~dance foi how to allocate AUMs·was found in the Land Use 
Plan, which stated in pan: "After the fifth year adjustments, continue monitoring and if adjustments 
in addition to the fifth year adjustments are required, adjust livestock, ,vild horses and wildlif~ 
proportionately based on forage availability." (Tr. 254) Based on this limited guidance, BLM decided 
that the best way to apportion the AUMs was to apply the proportion of livestock and wild horse 
numbers in the Land Use Plan. (Tr. 255) However, because some of the livestock permits had been 
eliminated, the BLM decided to go with the livestock mnnbers in the 1988 agreement rather than using 
permits which no longer existed to ercs.tc the proportion$. (Tr. 256) 

Once they had the carrying capacities and proportions for each pasture, BLM .could then 
determine what the maximum number of wild horses and livestock should be for each pasture. By 
adding up the totals for each pasture, the BLM determined the carrying capacity for wild horses on 
the tilloLmc:uL Lo be 8,5G8 AUM:s. (I'r. 224; Ex. A-6 p. 39) Because BLM estimated the actual use for 
wild horses to be21,996 AUMsin 1991, and 25,416 AUMs in 1992. BLMdetennined that there were 
too many wild horses on the allotment. (Tr. 213; Ex. A-6 pp. 1:l, 48) 

BLM estimated the total carrying capacity for livestock on the allotment to be 9,913 AUMs. 
(Tr. 24~) Because the acluw. u:;e tJ.ll the allotment for livestock was '1, 1 S9 AUMs, BLM determined 
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that the livestock numbers were not excessive. (Tr. 246) Rather, BLM detemuned that livestock 
distribution needed to be improved. (Ex.. A-6 p. 47, Ex. A-7. p. 9) 

Using the carrying capacity calculations based on the fonnula for potential stocklng ievel, 
BLM calcula~ed the total carrying ("~p::1c.ity t.n he 18.481 AUMs . (tr . 244; Ex:. A-6 p. 39) However. 
the carrying capacity in the decision was 12,682 AUMs. (Ex. A-7 p. 7) BLM arrived at this lower 
figure because it did not allocatt, all uf lht: AL"Ms available to livestock. (Tr. 244-248) Because the 
allotment was under a rest-rotation system in which only two of the four pastures were being used 
each year, BL\1 determined that only half of the AID.,fs were available for livestock each year. err. 
245-246} BLM could ha\·e allowed tM 1h11 9,913 AlJMs on two pastures each year. but decided not 
to do that because of the critical wildlife habitat values on the allotment. (Tr. 246) 

By allocating half of the AUM3 each year, 4,957 AUMS were available for two pastures each 
year. (Tr. 246) However, the active preference WSS; only 4,114 AUMs. (Ex. A-7 p. 7; Tr. 246) 
BLM again could have allocated the addition~ I AT TMs, hut decided not to do so for three reasons: 
1) short-term objectives for riparian areaswere not-beiilg met, 2) there were too many wild horses,. 
and 3) the BLM wanted to make sure thaL I.hi= h1:1wug ~ystem whi,h .was proposed to improve 
distribution would actually work. (Tr. 24 7) Therefore,. the BLM did not increase the active. 
preference for livestock, and arrived at a carrying capacity-of 12.682 AlJMs by adding the livestock 

- preference to tbt for wild horses : (Tr . 247-248) Therefore, · 1·2,682 AUM5 is the carrying capacit/ 
for the allotment under the circumstances of the decision. (Tr. 279) 

After setting the carrying capacity for the allotment and allocating the available AUMs to wild 
horses and livestock, the Area Manager decided that the riparian objectives were not being met 
because there were too many wild horses and because cattle ~rP. ronrly cii~tributed. (Ex. A-7 p. 12) 
Therefore, the Decision took steps to remove excess wild horses and to improve livestock distribution. 
(.hx. A·'/ pp. 9-13) Specifically with regard to improving live.!ltuck ili:sl1 il.>ut..iou., the Decision impo$cd 
a requirement that the cattle be moved v.ithinJhe pasturc~r ~emoved from the pasture once utilization 
levels had been reached. (Tr. 215-216; Ex. A-7 pp. 9-10) This requirement was-a new requirement 
which wa.s not in the 1988 agreement. (Tr. 185-186, 267-268) 

DISCUSSION 

L 

What is the Scope of Review? 

The IBLA has set forth the scope of review for grazing decisions as follows: 

The law is well settled that implementation of the Taylor Grazing Act of 1934 . .. is 
committed to the discretion of the Secretary of the Interior, through his duly 
authorized representatives in BLM. . . . By regulation, the Department has provided 
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that an adjudication of grazing privileges 'Nill not be set aside on appeal if it is 
reasonable and substantially complies with Departmemal grazing regulations found at 
43 CFR Part 4100. 43 CFR 4.478(b). In this manner, the Department has 
considerably narrowed the scope of review of BLM grazing decisions by an 
Administrative Law Judge and by this Board .... Although unusual. this ~r.nre nf 
review is consistent with the highly discretionary nature of the Secretary's 
responsibility for Federal range lands. 

Jeo:y Kelly v. Bureau ofLand Mana,sement 131 IBLA 146, 151 (1994). Furthermore: 

When BLM adjudicates grazing privileges in the exercise of its administrative 
discretion, that action may be regarded as arbitrary, capricious. or inequitabl~ only 
where it is not supportable on any rational basis. The burden is on the objecting party 
to demonstrate that the decision is improper. 1 

Wayne D. Klump v. J::Sureau ofLand Management, 124 IBLA 176, 182 (1992). The standard of proof 
which the objecting party must meet is a preponderance of the evidence. Ralph and Beyerl~ Eason 
v, Bureau of Land Mana.aement, 127 IBLA 259, 262-263 (1993). Finally. with regard to questions 
of carrying capo.city: 

lt is established that a detenninatlon by BL'\1 of the carrying capacity of a unit of range 
will not be disturbed in the absence of positive evidence of error. 

Calvin Yardley gt gl. v, .BurMu of Land Management 123 IBLA 80, 92 (1992). 

Here~ the Area Manager's 1Jecision should not be set aside. The Appellants failed to show, 
by a prepo11derance of _the eviqe~ce.~ ~at _the .. Decision is unreasonable or fails to comply with 
Departmental grazing regulations ( 43 CFR. Part 4100) . To show that the Decision is unreasonable, 
the Appellimts must show that it 011ru1ot be supported on any rational bacis. Tbii appellants failed to 
do. Respondent's action in this .regard was in substantial compliance with the regulations at 43 CFR 
Part 4100. 

II. 

Did the Area Manager Act Arbitrarily or (;apriciously, or Otberwlse Abuse 1:lls 
nistrP.tinn, in Setting the Carrying Capacity for the Buffalo Bills Allotment? 

BU.f asserts that. when setting the carrying capacity for the Butfalo Hills allotment in the 1993 
Decision, the Area Manager for the SonomatuerJ.ach Resource Area used a reasonable and prupc1 
methodoloeY which conformed to BLM policy. The Area Manager used the equation for Potential 
Stocking Level to calculate carrying capacity for the allotment. This equation is, in substance, the 



equation which the Allotment Management Plan details as being appropriate for the calculation of 
carrying capacity, although the language used m the plan is slightly different. 

The use of the Potential Stocking Level equation to calculate carrying capacity is also 
contemplated in BLM's Technic31 Reference 4400-7. According to this Reference., the Potential 
Stocking Level is the level of use which could be achieved if one assumes utilization is uniform. The 
Reference further states that this methodology is "most usctw when assessing the benefits ofimproved 
distribution ai1d changes in ruunber oflivestock. ft (Ex. A-9 p. 55) In his Decision, the Area Manager 
did impose rigorous new requirements on the livestock operator which were designed to improve 
distribution. (Tr. 185-186, 267 268; Ex. A--7 pp. 9-10) In addition, although livestock numbers were 
not reduced, wild horse numbers were drastically reduced. (Ex, A-7 p. 12) Therefore, use of 
Potential Stocking Level was appropriate to determine what the carrying capacity could be if the new 
management practices worked. 

Having appropriately decided to use the equation for Potential Stocking Level to determine 
the carrying capacity for the allotment, the Area Manager also appropriately applied that equation. 
The equation essentially required the Area Manager to determine three numbers in order to determine 
the potential carrying capacity for the allotment. Fir~ .. the Area l\1anaAer had to detennine actual use. 
This was relatively straightforward, ami involved adding up the actual livestock numbers and the wild 
horse population estimates for each pa:tturc. The livestock numbers were easily derived from the 
actual use reports. The wild horse numbers for each pasture were calculated from population 
estimates based on census flights for each pasture. (Ex. A-6 pp. 8, lU•l 1, bx. A-~. Ex. A-9) Because 
the actual utilization figures were only calculated for a certain part of'the year, rather than the whole 
year, the actual use numbers for horses were only done for that same part of the year. (Tr. 188.190) 
Otherwise::, the carrying capacity clllculation would hnvc been infJated, (Tr. 189) 

The second number which the Area Ma112ger had to obtain to plug into the Potential Stocking 
T .eve! equation wt$ . the A"-'.~eM'eighted Averaae Utilization (in th~ equaticm for Potential Stocking ... 
Level set fonh in the Allotment Management Plan, this num;.er is simply named • Actual Utilization," 
wl1ic.;h iucludes Weighted Average Utilization, (E.x. A-2, Monitoring Pinn p. 7; Tr. 251) In order to 
arrive at this number, the Area Manager chose to use a method known as weighted average utilization. 
Essentially this method involves mapping various use categories on the allotment, and then averaging 
thMA 11~A r.~tegorics based .on the total acrcaae in each category. · (Tr. 130-132) In this case, this 
method was further refined by using just the moderate and heavy utilization classes to calculate the 
carrying 1,;upclCily, which the Area Manager felt more &lccunitcly represented the grazing that was 
taking place. (Tr. 131-13 2, 14 7-148) This methodology is contemplated both in the AMP and in the 
Technical Re:terence as appropriate for calculating carrying capacity based on the Potential Stocking 
Level. (Ex. A-6, Monitoring·"PtB11.p. 7, Ex. A-9.p. 55) This method gave the Area Manager utilization 
numbers for each pasture. 

Finally, the Area Manager had to decide w'1at his desired utilization wOl.lld be. Although 
·previous planning documents bad given desired utilization numbers tor the a1iotment, this was the first 
time that the BLM: had to address wilri horse u~ and come up with desired utilization-numbers for the 
entire year. The previous utilization numbers for upland areas had been SO%, by the end of the 
livestock use period, which was the tmd uf OcLober. However, the previous numbers did not give the 
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desired utilization for the period between the end of October and the beginning of the new growing 
season on March 1. (Tr. 231) After researching technical references and the Nevada State Handbook 
of Best Management Practice~ the Area Manager determined that because the utilization between the 
end of October and February 28 ~as in the dormant season for plants, the BLM could allow up to 
60% utiliz11tion. (Tr. 232; Ex. R-21) 

Therefore,. the Area Manager's calculations for actual use, actual utilization, a.nu tlt:sirt:u 
utilization were all both reasonable and in conformance with State and BLM policy. (Tr. 252; Ex. R-
21) Because each of these individual components of the Potential Stocking Level equation were 
reasonable, the resulting cany.ng capacity derived from that equation was also reasonable. There.fore, 
the Area Manager did not act arbitrarily or capriciously, or otherwise abuse his discretion, in 
detennining the carrying capacity for the Buffalo Hills allotment. Nor did the Area Manager violate 
any of the regulations at 43 C~ Part 4100 in setting the carrying capacity for the allotment. 

The carrying ca.pa.city which the Area. Manager calculated for the allotment. 18,481 AUMs, 
was set forth in the Re-Evaluation. (Ex. A-6 p. 39) However, in his discretion, the Area Managa
decided to go with a lower canying capacityt 12,682 AUMs, in the final Decision. The Area Manager 
did this in part because in the intensive grazinp; svstem for the allotment, only two of the four pastures 
were being used by livestock in any given year. (Tr. 245) Although the Area Manager could have 
stocked the allotment tlt tho calculated livestock CQrT)'Ulg capacity for the allotment, he decided to only 
stock at one-half of the calculated livestock carrying capacity to coincide with the fact that only half 
of the allotment was being used each year. (Tr . 24~-246) 

Even with only half of the potential livestock AUMs bemg allocated each year, the number was 
still higher than the pamittccs' .a.ctuQ} preference prior to the Decision . The Area Manager a.gain made 
a discretionary decision not to raise the pennittees' preference to half of the calculated livestock 
carrying capacity. He did this for three reasons: I) the AML tbr wild horses would not be achieved 
for several years, 2) BLM was not meetina its riparian objectives, and 3) BLM wantcci-'to see if the 
herding proposed to protect riparian areas would actually work before it granted any increase. 
Therefore:, the Area. Ma.ruiger left the active profcrcncc for live:nock at the same level which it was 
prior to the Decision, i.e. 4,114 AUMs. (Tr. 247) This decision was clw-ly a reasonable one which 
did not conflict with any of the regulations at 43 C.FR Part 41 uu. 

Did the Area Manager act Arbitrarily or Capriciously, or Utberwise Abuse His 
Dis('re.tion, in Allnt"..ating the Animal Unit Months (AUMs) Between Livestock 
and Bones on the Buffalo Hills Allotment? 

Once the Area Manager calculated the carrying capacity for the allotment, the next step was 
to apportion the avail:lh1P. AlJMi. hetween livestock and wild horses. Management actions are 
required to be in conformance with the Land Use Plan (LUP). 43 CFR § 4100.0-8. The only 
guidance i.tot the LUP for allucaling ts.vailablc AUMs i:s in Range Management 1.1., which states in part: 
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After the fifth year adjustments continue monitoring and if adjustments in ~ddition to 
the fifth year adjustments are required, adjust livestock, wild horses and wildlite 
proportionately based on for;ige availability. 

(Ex. R-20 p. 1) NuL unly wet~ Lhis the only guidance in the LUI\ it was the onl;1 guidance tho Aren 
Manager could find anywhere regarding how to allocate available AUMs. (Tr. 255) Therefore, the 
Area Manager decided it would be appropriate to use the same ratios of horses and livestock that were 
in the LUP and appiy tho~ tn the c-..alculated carrying capacity, (Tr, 255-2S6) However. because the 
numbers of livestock on the allotment had decreased drastically (due to a pcnnit cancellation) just after 
.the LUP was issu~u, Lh~ A.t~a Ma.nager used the; r~uccd numbers of livestock to determine the 
appropriate ratios. (Tr. 257) These numbers were found in the 1988 agreement. (Tr. 256) Once the 
Area Manager had the appropriate ratios, these ratios were applied to each pasture to determine 
appropriate numbers oflive~tr.u~k i:i.nci w;1d hnn;es for each pasture. (Tr. 134) 

Appellants argu~u lllltl Lhc: mcLhvd used to proportion forage wa.s inappropriatt, bccau:,c in 
the Decision the livestock numbers remained the same .and the wild horse numbers decreased. (Tr. 
93) However, in light of the fact that wild horse numbers had increased on the allotment since the 
LUP was implemented, while liv~stor..k ru1rnhP-r~ haci decrea.c::ed, it was not unreasonable that only wild 
horse numbers would end up being decreased in the 1993 Decision. (Tr. 213-214, '199-200; Ex. A-2 
p. 5) 

Appellants also argued that the Area Man~gcr should have used proportions based on the 
damage c.aused by hor~s: versrus that ~.a1.1sed by livP.~t.ock However, the data collected did not show 
whether the damage was caused by horses or livestock. (Tr. 172) All appellants have done is to point 
out that there may have been other wa.ys lu 1:1.llucalt AUMs. They bavc not :shown that the Area 
Manager's method was unreasonable. 

IV. 

Did the Area Manager Act Arbitrarily or Capriciously, or Otherwise Abuse His 
Discretion, in Issuing any Part of the Livestock or Wild Horse Portions of the 
Decision? 

Appellants made a few other general challenges to the Decision at the hearing. For example, 
they argued that not all of the riparian projects which had been called for in the Habitat M.anagement 
P}QO (HMP) had been developed . (Tr. S6-57) This was tme ;i~ Fu 1u1 it went. (Tr. 258) However, 
the HMP contained a condition that the riparian projects were dependent on manpower and funding 
being available, and these had not been available. (Tr. 94-97, 258) Appellants-did not meet their 
burden of provin.i.: that the 1993 Decision was unreasonable or failed to substantially comply with the 
regulations at 43 CFR Part 4100. 
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.· 

Now, having observed the demeanor of the witnesses and having weighed the credibility 
thereof, there are here entered lh~ fulluwing: 

FINDINGS OF FACT 

1. Factual :findings set f'orth elsewhere in this decision are here incorporated by reference as 
though again specifically ~ated at this point. 

2. On November 15, 1982, grating permits totalling 11,112 AUMs were cancelled for two 
allotments which were later combinc=u lu fuuu the Buffalo Hill$ allotment, and these permits were not 
reallocated. (Ex. A-2 p. 2) 

3. Wild horses have increased on the ::i.llormcnt ~ince the Land Use Plan for the Buffalo Hills 
allotment was issued in July, 1993. 

4. The 19~7 Allotment Management Plan for the Buffalo Hills allotment sets forth the equation 
for Potential Stocking Level as the proper equation to be used in calculating carrying capacity for the 
allotment. (Ex. A-7, Monitoring Plan p 7) 

S. BL\1 Technical R.aem.:t: 4400-7 sels forth the equation for I'otential Stocking Level oa one 
option for detennining caIJying capacity for an allotment. Nothing in Technical Reference 440~ 7 
disqualifie., the use of the PSL equation to detennine can:ying capacity on the Buffalo HiJ!s allotment. 
(Ex. A-9 pp. SS-57; Tr~·252-2S.3). .. · . ..... . : _ ... : . ..... · · . . . :: . 

:· · ': ·· ....... •, ... , . 

6. An allotment managemenl plHu i~ KU app~v~ ~tivity plan. (Tr. 236-~7) 

7. The Multiple Use Decision at issue is the functional equivalent of an allotment management 
plan. {Tr. 237) 

8. _ The 1988 LivcstockA.gi ·~1ntml, lhe 1992 Rangeland Program Summary, ond the 1992 Re 
Evaluation for the ButTalo Hills allotment all allow utili1.a.tion objectives to be adjusted by an approved 
activity plan. (Tr. 237~238; .Ex. A-3 p. I, Ex. A-5 p. 9, Ex. A-6 p. 26) 

9. BLM Technical Reference 4400-7 and the Allotment Management Plan both state that 
weighted average utilit.ation may be usw tu uc:~iuwe actual utiliution, in order to calculate Potential 
Stocking Level. (Tr. 252; :& A-9 p. SS, Ex. A-2, Monitoring Plan p. 7) 

10. The only guidance for allocating available AT.TMR fnr the Buffalo Hills allotment was found in 
the Land Use Plan. (Ex. R-20 p. I) . .. 
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11. In order to determine proper ratios between horses and livestock, the Area Manager used the 
number ofhorses in the Land Use Plan compared to the number of livestock in the 1988 agreement. 
(Tr. 2S6-257) 

12. The I Y8S Habitat Management Plan set dates fur Llu: construction of certain riparian projects, 
so long as funding and personnel were available. (Tr. 94-97) 

13. The BL\f did not have the funding or personnel to c-.omplet.e the planned projects by the tarict 
dates listed in the 1988 Habitat Management Plan. (Tr. 258) 

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 

J. The .Hearings Division of the Department.of the Interiu1 l~ ju,i~d.iction of the parties and of 
the su~_iect matter of this proceeding. 

2. Conclusions of law set forth elsewhere in this decision are hertl! ;ncorporated by reference as 
though again specifically restated at this point. 

3. The Area Manager's use of the Potential Stocking Level equation to determine carrying 
capacity for the Buffalo Hills allotment was reasonable and complied with BLM policy and grazing 
regulations at '13 CFRPsrt 4100. 

4. The Area Manager's choice of 60% as the desired utilization raLt: fu1 Jctenninwg carrying 
.capacity was reasonable and complie.d with BLM policy and grazmg regulations at 43 CFR Part 4100 . 

. 
S. The Arca. Manager's use of weishted. average utilization .to .determine: the. M:tn::1 I ufili7.ation was 
reasonable and complied with BLM'policy and grazing regulations.at 43 CFR Part.4l00. 

6. In the 1993 Full Force· and Effect. Decision for the BUffalo Hills allotment, the BLM's 
determination of carrying capacity was reasonable and complied with BLM policy and grazing 
regulations at 43 CFR Part '1100. 

7. . In the 1993 .Full 14·orce and Effect Decision for the Buffalo Hills ~uLmc.llt, the BLM's 
. allocation of AUMs between livestock and wild horses v.u reasonable and complied with BLM policy 

and grazing regulations at 43 CFRPart 4100. 

8. The 1993 Full Force and Effect Decisi~ for the Buffalo Hills allotment was reasonable and 
complied with BLM grU1ng regulations at 43 CFR. Part 4100. 

9. · The February 9, 1993 Final Full Force and Effect Decision for the Buffalo Hills allotment 
should be affirmed. 
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,, 

ORDER 
.· 

The February 9, 1993 Final F 111 Force and Effect Decision for the Buffalo Hills allotment is 
AFFIRMED. 

A PEAL INFORMATION 
I 

• I 

Any party adversely affected iy this decision had the right of appeal to the Interior Board of 
L~ud Appeals. The Appeal must cbmply mictly with the regt&lations in 41 C.F R Part 4. (See 
enclosed information pertaining to • peals procedures,) 

Dlstribut.iun 
By Certified Mail: 

Oflice of H.e11rins~"' and 'Appeals 
Hearins Division· , 
6432 Federl&l ~uil\ling 
Salt Lake City;. UT '84138 

John Payne, E.sq. 
Office of the Regional Solicitor 
U.S. Department uftlu: Interior 
2800 Cottage Way, Room E-2753 
Sacramento, CA 95825-1890 

Dawn Y. Lappin, Director 
Wild Horse Organiz"'1 Assistance 
15640 Sylvester Rd. 
Reno, NV 89S11 

. . 
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. . 

Mii Roiie !,;triclcland 
Sierra Club ~ T oiyabe Chapter 
G 19 Robinson Ct . 
Reno, NV 89503 

Johanna Wald, Esq. 
Natural Resources· Defense Council 
1350 New York Ave. 
Washingto~ DC 20005-4709 

. ... ·._ .... 
·• . - - ' '' ...... . 

.. 

. 
. , . ... . . ·· ·- . •·· ..•.. r . . • 

OM -00- 0 000 , • •• 

. ... .. 
:. '• \.v. . ' 
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